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Useful Contacts 
 

Service  Organisation/Name   Contact 

Emergencies Gas Emergency (24hrs)   0800 111 999 
999   UK Power Networks (24hrs)  105 
   Water Leak Line (24hrs)   0800 820 999 
Community PCSO Richard Bradley   101 or email 

Richard.Bradley@Kent.Police.uk  
Non-urgent and other enquiries 101 

   Community Warden Team  07811 271 299 
   Neighbourhood Watch   Martin Porter - email 
   porter118@btinternet.com  

Crime Stoppers    0800 555111 
   Community Safety Dover   01304 872220 
   Consumer Direct    01845 4040506 
   Childline      0800 1111 

Kent County Council   08458 247247 
   Dover District Council   01304 821199 
   Craig Mackinlay  MP   01843 589266 
   Ash Parish Council Clerk   01304 832909 
   Citizens Advice (Dover area)  0844 8487978 

   Ash Village Hall Enquiries  01304 813087 
Environmental Health   01304 872215 

   Trading Standards    0845 4040506 
Ash Library     01304 812440 

Healthcare NHS Medical Helpline (24hrs)  111 or www.nhs.uk  
   Out of Hours Doctor Service  0844 8001234 
   Ash Surgery     01304 812227 
   Hospitals - Kent and Canterbury 01227 766877 
       QEQM Margate  01843 225544 
       William Harvey  01233 633331 
   Pharmacy - Ash (Boots)   01304 812242 

Education  KCC Area Office    03000 414141 
   Cartwright and Kelsey School  01304 812539 
   St Faith’s Prep School   01304 813409 
   Sandwich Technology School  01304 610000 
   Sir Roger Manwood School  01304 613286 

Transport  National Rail TrainTracker™  0871 2004950 
   Stagecoach East Kent Ltd  0845 6002299 

~ If an error is noted please inform the editors ~ 

 

mailto:Richard.Bradley@Kent.Police.uk
mailto:Richard.Bradley@Kent.Police.uk
mailto:porter118@btinternet.com
http://www.nhs.uk/
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This magazine is produced by St. 
Nicholas Parish Church. We 

welcome items from individuals and 
village organisations. All items 
should come with a note of the 
contributor’s name. The editor 

reserves the right both to edit and 
not to publish anything she 

receives. Items on church matters 
do not represent the official position 

of the Church of England. 

 

Email copy for the next edition by 
Wednesday 13th January at 

rebeccasmith.ash@gmail.com or 
post hard copy at 69, The Street, 

Ash. 

Products and services advertised 
have not been tested and are not 
endorsed by the Parish Church. 

Send advertising enquiries to 

ashpm.ads@gmail.com  
Front cover illustration: Road 
to Coombe by Pat Coles 
 

Magazine Subscription  
 
Never miss an edition of your 
favourite parish magazine! 
To arrange to a subscription 
including magazine delivery to 
your door (within the parish) 
phone Rebecca on 07443 
605873. 

23 

mailto:rebeccasmith.ash@gmail.com
mailto:ashpm.ads@gmail.com
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Church Notices 
 

January Services In-Church and Online 

Due to local evidence on infection rates, the capacity of the local health 
care system, and the demographic of our congregation, the Benefice has 
decided that it is not safe at the present time to hold public worship in our 
parish churches. 
We appreciate your understanding in this matter but the safety of our 
congregation must always be paramount. 
Please keep an eye on the Canonry Benefice Weekly News Sheet 
at www.canonrybenefice.org.uk for any updates. 
 Our regular live-streamed online Sunday service will continue at 11am 
every Sunday in January, and will be available to watch via our Facebook 
page and You Tube Channel 
www.facebook.com/thecanonrybenefice 
www.youtube.com/thecanonrybenefice 
  

Appeal to Support Oasis 
  
As you may recollect from last month’s magazine, to mark the Festival of 

St Nicholas we arranged a collection 
of items that were requested by 
Oasis.  
Oasis is a charity based in Thanet 
that run a refuge providing a place of 
sanctuary for mums and their 
children who have suffered from 
domestic abuse. We had the church 
porch open to receive donations for 6 
days at the beginning of December 
and were overwhelmed by your 
generosity. In fact there were so 
many items Peter Ewart had to make 
2 car journeys to drop everything off! 
On seeing all the donations one of 
the charity coordinators couldn’t 
believe the kindness shown to Oasis 

by the village community and was so delighted to receive the donations. 
They have asked that their thanks be passed onto you all. 

Jenny Taylor 

http://www.canonrybenefice.org.uk/
http://www.facebook.com/thecanonrybenefice
http://www.youtube.com/thecanonrybenefice
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SNICS After-School Club for Primary School Children 
 
In 2008 SNICS held its first meeting and since then has continued to 
gather regularly during school terms. We have maintained our initial 
concept of providing a slightly different after-school club for Primary-
School children located in St Nicholas’ Church , where the children enjoy 
tea together, play games,create craft work and through stories and 
discussion learn something of the bible and the Christian way of life. 
SNICS has been supported, over the years , by a number of volunteers, 
who have fostered a caring and loving community that the children have 
richly appreciated.The parents of the children have been a wonderful 
support throughout our journey and together have created a close 
community. 
There have been many highlights during our time together e.g. treasure 
hunts in the church yard, presentations to the church congregation, 
parties, fund-raising events at harvest, ‘shoe-box’ appeal at Christmas.  
Since March we have been unable to meet due to the various restrictions, 
and during this time we have reflected on how we will start again when it 
is safe to do so. Some of our volunteers are considering whether they will 
be able to continue. In addition, I have been part of the leadership team 
since the inception of SNICS and it is time for new leadership to bring 
fresh ideas ; we are still looking for someone, and until someone steps 
forward we will have to stay ‘closed’. 
My sincere thanks to all those who have given their generous support and 
time ; it has been an exciting journey so far , let’s hope SNICS carries on 
in some form in the future. 

Maggie Vennart    
 
Parish Register 
 
Funeral – Betty Horn at All Saints, Stourmouth, 25th November 

 
Volunteer Needed 
 
The parish magazine is looking for a volunteer to take over sending out 
postal subscriptions. 
There are approximately a dozen magazines which are posted out each 
month to people who live outside the parish but whom retain an interest in 
our goings on. The cost of stamps, envelopes etc is covered by a slightly 
higher subscription charge. For more details or to volunteer call Rebecca 
on 07443 605873 or email rebeccasmith.ash@gmail.com 
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The Parish Letter 
 
Apart from its usage in the field of physics, I’m not aware of the word 
‘polarisation’ being used much before the new millennium.  However, since 
the year 2000, the word had come to define political life in many different 
countries, including our own, but notably in the US. At the height of the 
Vietnam war, opposition to the war was evenly distributed in the US 
between Democrats and Republicans. It is hard to imagine a similar 
outcome today. On a whole range of issues, there is barely any overlap in 
the views of adherents to the two great parties. The tribal nature of 
American politics is visceral, uncompromising and it has been dissected 
imaginatively by Ezra Klein in Why We’re Polarised.  

He summarises the last fifty years of American politics thus: 

We became more consistent in the party we vote for, not because we came 
to like our party more…but because we came to dislike the opposing party 
more… How we feel matters much more than what we think, and in 
elections, the feelings that matter most are often our feelings about the 
other side. 

Such is the strength of tribal thinking that rivalry has become more important 
than policy. Fear and anger motivate people better and quicker than 
appeals to love and hope and the architecture of social media has fed this 
appetite. 

For Klein, there is what he terms a polarisation feedback loop. Institutions 
polarise to appeal to a more polarised public, which further polarises the 
public, which forces institutions to polarise. This is the unpromising and 
uncompromising terrain of modern democratic politics. 

There is a further trend in play. As people are ‘sorted’ into camps by their 
political allegiances, many other traits, interests and leanings are coming to 
shape our identities and thus formed, are being pulled to these political 
poles like filings to a magnet. Once sorted into our boxes, we are expected 
to conform to every belief within it and are deemed inauthentic, even 
fraudulent, if we don’t. In the US, it’s assumed that to be pro-life is to be pro-
gun; in the UK, to be a Brexiteer means you have to be anti-immigration. 
Anywhere, to be a Covid anti-masker means you must be an anti-vaxxer. If 
you’re Vegan, you can’t possibly be on the right. If you’re anti-abortion, you 
can’t possibly be on the left. And not only is polarisation confined to the 
west, polarization is tearing at the seams of democracies around the world, 
from Brazil and India to Poland and Turkey. It isn’t just an American illness; 
it’s a global one, but what decisive factors, or patterns, fuel this ‘illness’? 
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Thomas Carothers is a leading authority on international support for 
democracy, human rights, governance, the rule of law, and civil society. 
What he has found particularly striking is just how decisive polarizing 
leaders often are. Figures like Narendra Modi in India, Jarosław Kaczyński 
in Poland, and Recep Tayyip Erdoğan in Turkey have relentlessly inflamed 
basic divisions and entrenched them throughout society (often with 
resounding electoral success). They’ve aggravated tensions not only by 
demonizing opponents and curtailing democratic processes but also by 
pushing for radical changes—like a total ban on abortion in Poland. 

Amplifying the effect of these divisive figures is the technologically fuelled 
disruption of the media industry, especially the rise of social media. (Who 
will forget Trump’s tweets?). Opposition leaders often fan the flames as well 
by responding with antidemocratic and confrontational tactics of their own. 
In Turkey, for instance, the head of the main opposition party stoked 
tensions by calling on the military to oppose Erdoğan’s potential bid for the 
presidency in 2007. 

Polarisation may not be wrong in and of itself. If consensus leads to 
suppression and injustice, then polarisation, in bringing contentious issues 
to the surface, may be doing us a favour - as Klein argues. Jesus himself 
was a heavily polarising figure. It was difficult to vanilla over his absolute 
claims. You were either for him, or against him. He was either the Messiah 
or he wasn’t. There was no middle ground. But this does not mean we, his 
people, must be sorted into specific world-views and neither should the 
Church expect this of us. 

Undoubtedly, there will continue to be many things that we disagree on, that 
are not at all central to our faith, or acceptance. If trends in polarisation 
continue, however, this may begin to show inside the Church, for we too are 
part of society, and the same tendency to sort can manifest itself. Some 
people may feel greater pressure not to express their social and political 
views in church for fear of being ostracised.  

We have seen this most clearly in the Brexit debate. But this contentious 
issue will not be the only subject to disagree on. If the early Church could 
find a way for Jews and Gentiles to live and worship alongside one another 
successfully, (which was an extremely contentious subject at the time), it 
should be in our DNA to overcome the phenomenon of ‘sorting’. A previous 
friend of mine was well-known for saying ‘Well, let us learn to disagree - but 
disagree compassionately’.  

 
Rev David Moulden 
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Onlooker 
A councillor’s view of the Ash Parish council meeting held on Monday 

7th December 2020. 

It is good to know the developer has accepted Leverick Place as a name for 
the new development at White Post Farm. Leverick was one of the manor 
houses of Ash which has now disappeared. 
Dover district council is looking at life after Brexit and keeping Dover clear of 
gridlocked lorries. 
There is good news about Ash Neighbourhood Development Plan as the 
formal consultation has started. 
A Kent County Council report stated that the number of cases of Covid-19 in 
the Dover district is rising significantly so we all need to continue following 
the rules in order to stay safe. 
There were also details of the traffic management plan for Kent which 
includes the use of Manston for 6 months as a lorry park if needed. The 
council plans to install cameras on the roundabouts along the A256 in the 
aim to keep the traffic flowing. They are also asking the Department of 
Transport to grant them temporary powers to enable enforcement against 
antisocial parking of lorries particularly in residential areas. 
We heard, as you are probably aware, that the tollgate in Sandwich is now 
open. 
Kent's Plan Bee has been launched, this is a pollinator action plan which is 
encouraging local communities to improve habitats and food sources for 
pollinators. 
Questions were asked by parish councillors of KCC councillor Sue Chandler 
especially about the use of Manston and HGV lorries on A256. 
Parishioners’ views were heard about tree planting at the proposed 
development at 8 The Street which could affect light and possibly 
foundations if the trees are large. There were also concerns how The Street 
will manage extra traffic and the likely congestion of buses and cars by the 
entrance of this development as these problems already exist. 
There was a discussion within the councillors about this planning application 
adding further reasons to object to those already decided by the planning 
committee. 
The councillors went on to discuss other planning applications in detail. 
A recent meeting was held about what will happen at the end of the 
temporary permission for a travellers site on the Westmarsh drove site, a 
further meeting is due to be held before Christmas the clerk is to find out 
when. 
The schools are taking part in a competition to make bug hotels as part of 
the council’s biodiversity plan. 
2021 is the time for completing the census again. 
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Is there anyone in the parish that wants to serve their community! There is 
an opportunity to be a parish councillor. 

Contact the Parish Council via Clerk Christine Haggart: phone 01304 
832 909 or email clerk@ashparishcouncil.gov.uk  or visit the Parish 
Council website https://ashparishcouncil.gov.uk   

Becket’s Final Journey 
Ash Heritage Group’s event in September 2020 to mark the 850th 
anniversary of Becket’s final journey from Sandwich to Canterbury, before 
he was murdered a month later, was postponed because of the 
restrictions imposed by the Covid pandemic. It is a bit premature to fix a 

new date for this event in 2021 but 
rest-assured that there will be 
plenty of notice so that everyone 
who wishes to participate can get 
fit !  
Becket returned from exile in 
France and landed in Sandwich on 
1st December 1170. He then rode 
the 12 miles to Canterbury through 
the parishes of Sandwich, 
Woodnesborough, Ash, Staple, 
Wingham, Ickham, Littlebourne 

and finally St Martin & St Paul (Canterbury). The planned 2021 event is to 
walk his route as closely as possible but using 21st century public 
footpaths. The traverse of each parish will be led by members of that 
parish and a crozier, which has been beautifully crafted by Richard 
Palmer, will travel the whole distance by being transfered between 
walkers at each parish boundary, like a relay baton. 
The total walking time from Sandwich is expected to be 7 hours aiming to 
arrive at Canterbury Cathedral in time for Evensong. It is anticipated, 
however, that most participants will not do the whole journey but opt to 
walk the route, and transport the crozier, across their parish only.  
More details will be announced in the New Year, when you have your 
2021 diaries to hand. 
To encourage you to participate here is a photograph of Richard holding 
the crozier he has specifically made for the event. The crook is carved 
from sustainable African hardwood and has a cross gilded in gold leaf. 
The pine staff is decorated with bands of cow horn. Many thanks to 
Richard for presenting such a wonderful treasure to symbolise Becket’s 
final journey.  

Robert Hudson, Interim Chairman, Ash Heritage Group 

tel:01304%20832%20909
tel:01304%20832%20909
mailto:clerk@ashparishcouncil.gov.uk
https://ashparishcouncil.gov.uk/
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Support Local Causes 
 
Dover District Lotto is a weekly lottery set up by the district council that 
raises money for good causes in the district. 
In a time of shrinking budgets and increased community need, Dover 
District Lotto enables people to support causes they care most about, 
helping good causes to connect with their supporters. 
A ticket for Dover District Lotto costs £1 per week and 60p goes directly to 
good causes! 
There are currently 126 good causes participating in the Dover Lotto, 2 of 
which are based in Ash: - 
Ash Village Hall - www.doverlotto.com/support/ash-village-hall 
Chequer Inn Ash Society Ltd - 
www.doverlotto.com/support/chequer-inn-ash-society-limited 
When you sign up to buy tickets you choose which good cause(s) to 
support and that group receives 50p for each £1 ticket you buy. 10p of 
every £1 is distributed to other good causes under the DDC community 
grants scheme. The remaining 40p is spent on prizes and administration 
costs. 
If you do not choose a specific local cause, proceeds from your ticket(s) 
are added to the central fund which is used to support all the local causes. 
Players must be 16 or over and physically located in the UK. 
Each ticket has a 1 in 50 chance to win a prize each week, with a top prize 
of £25,000!  
Each ticket has 6 numbers each between 0 and 9. There is a draw every 
Saturday night when a 6-digit winning combination is picked. Prizes are 
given to players with tickets that match the first or last 2-6 numbers from 
the winning combination. Match all 6 and you win the JACKPOT! 
Simply visit the Dover District Lotto website at www.doverlotto.com and 
click on 'Play' then follow the instructions. Alternatively call the support 
number (01304 776123) to register and set up payments. 
You can either set up a monthly recurring payment plan via Direct Debit or 
payment card or pay for a block of 1, 3, 6 or 12 months of weekly tickets 
on a non-recurring basis. 
There is no commitment to stay in the lottery and players can choose to 
leave at any time. 
Unfortunately, payments for a single week are not available as payment 
processing costs would impact the amounts that are provided to prizes and 
the lottery fund. 
You can also choose to play with a group by setting up a syndicate or 
purchase a gift voucher giving your recipient the chance to win a cash prize 
whilst also helping to raise money for good causes. Gift vouchers start from 

https://www.doverlotto.com/
tel:+441304776123
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just £5 and include your choice of colour and a personal message. All 
details can be found on the website.  
Thank you for playing, supporting your local community and good 
luck! 

Hazel Howard – on behalf of AVH and CIAS 

 
The Chequer Inn 
Ash Together  
 
This is the name of a new initiative to encourage more use of one of our 
village’s most prominent assets.  
Chequer Inn Ash Society shareholders will be aware of a survey that was 
completed a few months ago. There was plenty of feedback about the 
pub itself. This has all been relayed to our tenant Jan who has 
consequently been making changes. Sadly, we can’t really see any fruits 
yet because we’ve been locked down ever since.  
Another dimension became apparent in many of the responses – we have 
a first-class asset in The Chequer, a community pub for everyone’s use, 
not just shareholders and drinkers. We should be using it more. 
We’ve set up the Ash Together Facebook page as a hub for people with 
ideas for events and groups that could be hosted at the pub. Most 
importantly these will be open to all and will not involve anyone in an 
obligation to spend money. Indeed, Jan has suggested that she might 
provide some refreshments for free. 
This will all need co-ordinating so we’ll need some organisers to help with 
individual groups. To start with if we could get some ideas from you, we 
might be able to hit the ground running when the pub is able to open. This 
will work for both inside and outside activities.  
The disabled loo is now fully operational and the Edwardian tea rooms or 
those ‘cute little booths’ in the garden have been renovated and will be 
available for a range of possibilities…. We already have the Meet-Up-
Mondays group. Other examples might be: A Repair Shop – A Beginner’s 
Guide to Computers group – Chess Club or other games. Indeed, even 
existing clubs in the village could consider it as a venue.  
In case you need some inspiration, you can check out the Swan in 
Clewer, a community pub in Windsor that even has a school 
theswanwindsor.co.uk  
We have an email – hello@cias.uk and really look forward to hearing your 
ideas. Thanks.  

The Chequer Inn Ash Society Management Committee  
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For Sale 

I have a Wisden tennis racket in very good order for sale, as sadly I no 
longer play tennis. 
It’s about 4 or 5 years old, it has cover also in good order. I’m asking a 
moderate sum for it. Enquiries please to 01304 812295. 

Rosemary Murgatroyd 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In Lieu of A Panto 
 
Covid-19 has cancelled the annual pantomime brought to the Ash Village 
Hall by the New Ash Players. Many thanks to the two Pennys for these 
creative contributions. 
 
Oh Yes They Did 
 
Cinderella: Are we lost? We must be lost. I’ll be late for the ball. 
Oh, driver, please consult your app, we need The Albert Hall. 
No app you say, why ever not, how will we find the way? 
You’ll stop and ask, but who’s about at this time of the day? 
Oh look, a traveller walking by, let’s stop and ask him please. 
He’s rather cute. I’m turning mute. I’ve gone weak at the knees. 
Young man, young man, tell we quick which road should we take? 
I’m really in a hurry now. I don’t want to miss the cake. 

Share Your News and Views in the Parish Magazine 

Local clubs, societies and groups of all types are welcome to share their 
news in the parish magazine. 
 
We also welcome letters, memories, thoughts and more from 
individuals.  
 
Please do get in touch. 
 
Send your contributions to rebeccasmith.ash@gmail.com or post 
through the letterbox at 69, The Street, Ash. 
We look forward to hearing from you. 

Pat and Rebecca, 

Your Magazine Editors 

mailto:rebeccasmith.ash@gmail.com
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Dick Wittington:I do not know. I cannot help. I’m new here in the city. 
I’m lost myself. I’m tired and cold. I’m feeling some self pity. 
I was expecting more than this. The streets all paved with gold 
Instead I find they’re gloomy grey, these ancient streets of old. 
I need to work and make my way. I have to make a life 
It’s not to be, oh not for me, a tale of endless strife. 
You look so grand and gracious and very pretty too 
Do you think that I could come and do some work for you? 
 
Cinderella: Oh do not be deceived kind sir, I’m really am not wealthy 
I’m very poor, a kitchen maid, though I be fit and healthy 
This finery I’m wearing now will fade before the moon 
On borrowed time my gilded life will vanish far too soon. 
Step up into my carriage though and we will journey on 
I’ve taken quite a shine to you and do not wish you gone. 
You can come into the ball with me and waltz and drink and eat 
I rather think together we will both have dancing feet. 
 
Dick Wittington (climbs into the carriage): How kind of you to ask me in, to 
let me share your carriage. 
But it’s a bit too soon I fear, to ask your hand in marriage. 
A ball you say, well fancy that, why are you going there? 
It’s a place where rich celebrities perfect their stony glare. 
You are far too sweet and much too kind to think it will be nice 
All that bling and sparkling drink and caviar on ice. 
I cannot see you there at all, it doesn’t seem quite right 
We can take a walk and watch the stars on this magic night. 
 
Cinderella: I know, I know. What you say is all too true 
But I must find the prince in there and tell him that I do. 
The fairy tale has long foretold that I will marry him 
But now I’m a quiver and all of a dither, it all seems far too prim. 
Let’s alight now from this carriage and have a little chat 
Watch the stars and work things out, what do you think of that? 
I don’t want to be a kitchen maid or a princess in a palace 
My step-mother has been so cruel, yet still I feel no malice. 
 
Dick Wittington (walking hand in hand with Cinderella through Hyde Park): 
I feel it deep within my soul that things will turn our well 
It’s written in the stars we’ll hear the chiming of Bow Bell. 
We will find a little house to rent and buy ourselves some cats 
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If nothing else they will be good for getting rid of rats. 
By working hard and helping folk our life should be a pleasure. 
I never was a lazy man who only seeks out leisure. 
We will live our life together, and everything we’ll share. 
You never know, one day, I might even be Lord Mayor. 
 
The End. 
 

Penny de Bont 

 

A Year in Pantomime 
 
January is usually my busiest time of year, and has been for the last 12 
years since I joined the New Ash Players. For anyone new to the village, 
or unusually reclusive, January is the month when (usually) the NAP 
pantomime takes place. I feel that I have been involved in almost every 
facet of the pantomime since joining. I started as an understudy but soon 
became the first ever fairy godmother in the inaugural production of 
Cinderella. I help make or source costumes, I have painted sets, made 
props, helped out backstage and since 2013 I have written the Panto. 
Even my family have been dragged in! My husband Simon is the Panto 
Dame, my kids have supporting roles, my Dad was Dave the Sound’s (we 
have many Daves!) apprentice a few years ago and even Mum has sold 
raffle tickets! 
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My usual January is spent frantically helping the rest of the team (and an 
amazing team it is!) getting the show on stage. We are so lucky to have a 
fabulous group of people, on and off stage, to pull it together! Tony is the 
producer and runs around like a headless chicken organising ticket sales, 
marketing and bums on seats, as well as so much else! Michelle is the 
director and great at coming up with little touches that pull everything 
together and raise the standards of the production every year. Matt on 
lights is a West End professional who we are lucky enough to have living 
in our village. He makes the whole show look amazing! Tess and Chris 
create fabulous props and Tess also acts as prompt. Sally and Claudia 
backstage, as well as various members of the Steed clan keep us in line. 
Dave on sound and Dave on curtains also weave their magic! There are 
so many wonderful people all of whom are a key component in the Panto 
and without even one of them the whole thing would flop! 
I usually start writing the next year’s panto in the chaos of the Green 
Room during the current production. Everyone is gathered backstage and 
I am watching the panto on the TV linked to cameras on stage, so it 
seems a good time to bounce ideas about with others and to think about 
what might work better or be fun for next year. 
The draft of the panto is written in between work and kids on snatched 
afternoons or evenings between January and June. We spend family 
dinners trying out ideas for gags and silly pranks. This year, thanks to 
Covid it was done in May! 
By September, the script has been circulated to the committee and key 
members of the production team and tightened up so that we are ready to 
start rehearsals. This is my favourite bit, where I get to see the whole 
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thing come alive and see the different twists my characters are given by 
the cast. I am never disappointed! We seem to spend much of the 
Autumn laughing and I know my husband regards panto rehearsals as a 
lifeline to his stressful job at the university. 
By late December we have added the younger actors and dancers into 
the mix, Tony and I have headed down to Evolution Theatre’s costume 
warehouse and are collecting costumes, or I am glue gunning them 
together and everything is beginning to fall, or crash, into place. Maureen 
has done the dancers costumes for many years now and they are always 
so gorgeous I am jealous I can’t wear them! 
Then it’s curtain up for another year. It is always so much fun hearing the 
audience booing and cheering in equal measure (hopefully only booing 
because of the bad guys not my script!). Chris on the bar keeps everyone 
well lubricated and we have a fantastic front of house team selling raffle 
tickets to raise money for charity (a different one every year). We are all 
thrilled so many people turn up, and from so far away too! When it all is 
over there is a huge sense of anti-climax and we are all exhausted but for 
me it is straight into writing the next Panto! 
This year is different as Covid 19 seems to have squashed many 
Pantomimes, including ours. We have had our fair share of Panto villains 
though, for example Donald Trump as Baron Hardup, Rudy Giuliani as 
Fleshcreep. But luckily we have also had heroes like Captain Tom, Chris 
Whitty, and every key worker from the NHS to schools, to the postie! 
Pantomime in Ash may be on hold this year, but Panto is for life, not just 
Christmas, and we will be back! Oh yes we will! 

Penny Bernard 

Garden Jottings for January 

As the year turns, so the weather seems to keep us closer to the warmth 
of indoors and the nourishing of our bodies with traditional goodies. With 
the 21st December being the shortest day we look forward to lighter 
dawns and lengthening afternoons. On a dull rainy day when it hardly 
seems to get light, I can understand why some animals hibernate! 

However, do try to venture outside and keep an eye on the garden, make 
a point of going out each day, especially if you are shielding. Look out for 
emerging shoots on bulbs and flowers on cyclamen, snowdrops and 
hellebores. 

Here are a few thoughts, ideas and resolutions for the New Year. 

Try to find plants that give interesting leaf, flower and seed heads to 
prolong their season. For winter pleasure, plant Viburnum Bodnantense, 
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Daphne Odorata and Sarcococca (Christmas Box) all these have blossom 
from November to March and with heady perfume to enjoy. 

Be ruthless – very hard to carry out I find – with plants that are not worth 
their space, or which have outgrown their space, especially in small 
gardens. 

Stake plants before they collapse – buy canes, stakes and rubber tie or 
string before this happens! 

Treat roses for black spot early when leaves have just emerged and feed, 
repeat again in June-July. 

Order seeds, plants and bulbs in plenty of time. Make notes as you visit 
gardens or read articles to jog your memory to do this. 

Always wear gloves and barrier cream and always take tools and string in 
a trug or bucket and check them back in after you finish gardening. At this 
quiet time, clean tools and oil or grease springs and action of loppers, 
shears and secateurs. 

Don’t make your garden a chore, do little and often. It’s amazing how 
much weeding or raking you can do in 30 minutes. 

Make a compost, however small, even a “Dalek bin” just for vegetable 
and kitchen waste will yield quite a quantity in 6 months. Use to mulch 
your borders. 

Give a child a runner bean or sunflower seed to grow and a small patch of 
soil, even a small trough to plant up, this will encourage them to watch 
and learn about growing. However, cress or radish seeds are ideas for a 
first attempt for very young children as they are quick to germinate and 
therefore hold their interest. 

Finally, take time to enjoy outdoors especially harvesting crops. It is 
wonderful to take some raspberries or loganberries and apple from the 
freezer for a compote or pie and to gather spinach, sprouts or cabbage 
and take an onion to prepare and know that you have grown these 
yourself. 

Make time, even in winter, on a bright day to sit and soak up the 
atmosphere and appreciate the wonderful cycle of nature that surrounds 
us and gives us bright moments to cheer us. 

With best wishes for a healthy and safe year of successful gardening. 

Christine Brown 

https://www.ecosia.org/search?q=sarcococca
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A Matter of Conservation 
Copy of actual correspondence with The Monkey Sanctuary. With thanks 
to Liz Rath for sending it in. 
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Food Stories  

A guide to training your kids to cook 

 
Necessity is the mother of invention they say and of course I agree. With 
a mum that teaches and a dad who runs his own business, who is doing 
dinner tonight?  
Well the four children of course. They are going to need that skill anyhow 
unless they want to live off Pot Noodle and McDonald's (heaven forbid). 
So was born the initiation of the Steed children into the world of cooking 
dinner for 6. 
Necessity is the mother of invention they say and I agree until the point 
where my kitchen burns down and food poisoning threatens to kill us all. 
What you cry, this cannot be. Where shall I start? 
Meal no. 1 - spaghetti and meatballs in tomato sauce, with broccoli. 
Chef: no. 2 son, 14 years of age. Easy food, healthy food, shouldn't be a 
problem. Unless you are using a vegetable steamer and you forget to fill it 
with water, that won't cook the broccoli, or perhaps you forget to turn the 
oven on and try to feed everyone raw meat. Worse still you open the oven 
door and pull it straight off its hinges. It's OK we learn from our mistakes. 
Meal no 2: pasta with cheese and broccoli. 
Chef: only daughter, 18 years of age. Easy food, healthy food, shouldn't 
be a problem. Unless of course you overfill the pain, walk away to 
Snapchat or whatever and when you return there is smoke and flame 
coming from the pain. Boiling the pasta dry is not conducive to a tasty 
meal after a hard day's work. 
Meal no. 3: cod, chips and peas. 
Chef: no. 1 son, 15 years of age. Easy food, healthy food, shouldn't be a 
problem. Just re-heat the cod they said, straight from frozen, boil up the 
peas and shove in the chips. Don't walk away, distracted by your Eminem 
or You Tube videos. Teenage blues, angst, apathy, well whatever it was it 
was raw cod, hard chips and another oven door down the pan. Don't give 
up, we can do this, just one more kid to teach.  
Meal no. 4: burritos.  
Chef: no. 3 son, 12 years old. Easy food, healthy food, shouldn't be a 
problem. Do you have a smoke alarm? Has your alarm ever gone off? 
Two, three, four times? Yes the meat needs to be browned, yes you 
should have washed your hands, no you shouldn't be pinching the cheese 
you just grated, yes you need the oven to be hot to cook the food and 
breathe... 
We learn from our mistakes, at least they didn't cook Mr Douglas.  
It was worth it reader. Now we have meals cooked by every member of 
the family free from the fear of food poisoning, house fires and ovens 
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without a door. They can feed themselves, albeit on pasta and cheese 
predominantly but they do it. Pie n mash, fajitas, curry and homemade 
pizza are all in their repertoire. They don't teach it in schools so much 
anymore, but we all need to be able to feed ourselves. Nothing fancy, 
they don't do cordon bleu, but neither do I and my house is still standing. 
Is yours?  

Leanne Stead 

Jamie’s Birthday Pizza 

The base 
3 cups of white flour 
1 cup of wholewheat flour 
1 teaspoon of salt 
1 tablespoon of sugar 
Dried basil 
Crushed clove of garlic 
2 tablespoons of olive oil 
1-2 cups of tepid water. 
 
Mix it all into a dough and knead 
and cover with a moist tea towel. 
Leave to rise somewhere warm. 
 
The pizza sauce: 
1 carton of passata 
3 tablespoons of tomato puree 
Dried basil 
Salt and pepper 
2 crushed cloves of garlic 
Whizz it a up in a blender.  
 
Topping 
Grated cheese, crumbled mozzarella, tin of ring pineapple, ham 
 
1. Knock back the dough 
2. Grease a pizza dish 
3. Grab a fist-sized ball of dough 
4. Roll out and place on the pizza dish.  
5. Pop your sauce on top.  
6. Place the pineapple, ham and cheese on top. 
7. Cook in a hot oven for about 10 mins.  
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Stories from the Archives (11) 
Arson, Murder and Suicide at Westmarsh 
 
Nearly 30 years ago, while researching in a Victorian parish register of St 
Mary, Sandwich, a burial entry in 1896 suddenly caught the eye. Well, 
perhaps not the bare entry itself - date, name, abode and age - dutifully 
recording the interment of a 14 year old lad called Walter Petley, but rather 
the excitable note scribbled in the narrow margin alongside, which inevitably 
attracted attention. In less than two dozen cramped words, the vicar had 
squeezed into this tiny space his own brief account of the circumstances 
surrounding the boy's demise. It is unlikely that the Rev'd Arthur Manners 
Chichester, who served the parishes of St Mary and St Clement for 44 
years, ever conducted another funeral in an atmosphere of such dramatic 
pathos as this one. The burial entry and its accompanying note, about a 
century old when this writer came across it, was unconnected with the task 
in hand and therefore a bit of a distraction - but, once seen, it demanded 
further investigation, enabling Walter's dreadfully sad story gradually to 
reveal itself. 
 
Walter, who was a severely disabled child, had been born at Cop Street, 
Ash, and baptised at Eastry where his father Thomas found work as a 
gardener. Sadly, his mother died in 1888 when he was only six years old. 
Whether because of his disability or the death of his mother, or his father's 
remarriage and settling in Sandwich where his family continued to grow, 
Walter was not raised with his father, step-mother and growing family but by 
his maternal grandparents, John and Jane Bax, at the Rose Inn at 
Westmarsh. This pub, standing in Wass Drove where it faced the open 
marshes to the north, had served the scattered inhabitants of Westmarsh, 
Ware and Paramour Street for generations, indeed since long before the 
little church at Ware had been erected in 1842. Like many rural pubs, the 
business had probably never been sufficient on its own to support a family 
and, despite having been the licensee for more than 30 years, 
circumstances were now far from easy. Sadly, Bax became widowed 
himself in 1894, leaving him with the responsibility and care of young 
Walter, and a living to eke out from the pub after paying the wages of Henry 
Chapman, a labourer he employed. 
 
He took in a lodger but things soon went from bad to worse. It was no life at 
all for either the desperate grandfather or his disabled young grandson. 
Bax's financial position became hopeless and, overcome with worry, he took 
to drinking heavily until eventually the axe fell - he was served with notice to 
quit. He must be out of the premises by Wednesday 8th January, 1896. All 
was now lost and his mind made up. On that morning, he rose at six o'clock 
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and sent Thompson, the lodger, away on a two-mile errand, and Chapman 
on another. The moment they were out of the way, Bax hurried up to the 
boy's bedroom and poured paraffin oil all over the bed he was lying in, then 
prepared to set it alight. 
 
"Don't set fire to me, grandfather!" The boy's terrified scream stopped his 
grandfather for a moment. Instead, he went to the next room, soaking the 
bed and floor in paraffin and setting it alight. Then Bax returned with a 
hammer and attacked his defenceless grandson, inflicting serious head 
injuries. The building was soon ablaze, a sight that could hardly escape the 
attention of his close neighbours. William Court, James Smith and one or 
two others, alarmed at the sight, rushed to help. Knuckles frantically rapped 
on doors but all had been securely fastened and the window blinds were 
down. The cellar was clearly ablaze. Ladders were brought, upstairs 
windows were smashed and entered and a search made. Was anyone still 
inside? A stifled cry from somewhere but no sign of Walter, until a smoke-
filled room was entered and his barely conscious form was discovered on 
the bed. Extricated carefully from the burning building, he was carried to a 
neighbour's house. 
 
Where was John Bax? Outbuildings and stables were searched. Chapman, 
now back on the scene, was shocked at the turn of events and watched the 
building burn out. Shoemaker Fred Hodges had arrived at eight o'clock to 
see what he could do and, inside the stables, which were untouched by the 
fire, came upon the body of John Bax, who had taken his life with a rope 
that he'd slung over a beam in the manger, his figure slumped with knees 
nearly on the ground. The bailiff would not be required that morning after all. 
 
Poor Walter hung on to life, somehow managing to give his version of the 
events, but lasted only a few weeks before he succumbed. It was an “open 
and shut” case for the coroner and, of course, a local sensation for a while. 
Astonishingly, even before Walter had died, detailed architectural plans 
were drawn up for the rebuilding of the pub, and their submission to the 
Rural District Council and approval by the Magistrates was completed in the 
very week that Walter was laid to rest - exactly a month to the day after the 
tragedy. Rebuilding was rapid and the pub was in business again before the 
year was out but for nearly half a century few licensees lasted more than 
twelve months or so. In our own times, a change of name to the Way Out 
Inn followed, and the writer recalls many a beautiful summer evening there 
on the bat and trap pitch in the '80s and '90s. Later still, pub life gave way to 
the Rose Tea Gardens but - whether Rose Inn, Way Out or Tea Gardens - a 
stark reminder of that dreadful morning remains in place to this day, still 
fixed high up on the building's brickwork. Who could fail to reflect for just a 
single moment on poor John Bax's nightmare all those years ago and the 
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doubly fatal choice he made, when glancing up at those four large and 
prominent figures, heavy with sorrow ... 1 8 9 6. 

 
The parish registers of Sandwich and Ash are cared for at 
Canterbury Cathedral Archives, which hopes to reopen - yet again - 
after Lockdown 2 and Tier 3 in January. Many other historic 
collections relating to Ash are conserved in the Ash Heritage Centre, 
where consultation of its holdings will once again be eventually 
possible in 2021. 

Peter Ewart 

Poems  
 
Liz Allen, chairman of the Ash Branch of the Kent and Canterbury 
Hospital, sent in a poem that her father, Henry Darch, wrote in the early 
1960s.  
She writes: “The shop in our small town was Vyes, one of the first to go 
self service, we thought it was fun.” 
 
Shopping 
 
In days gone by we could rely 
on tradesmen calling daily. 
But now I fear in recent years 
we have to fetch and carry. 
And so you see the wife and me 
on Saturdays go shopping. 
For bread and cheese, tomatoes, peas 
The list is never stopping. 
Butter, marg, ham, gooseberry jam, 
The prices are alarming, some soap to wash, and orange 
squash, these stores are quite amazing 
We pick up meat, just for a treat, 
and put it in the trolley, 
without a doubt, we must check out, 
We should have brought a lorry. 
The list is checked whilst I inspect 
That nothing s been forgotten, 
And there we stay almost a day, our feet are aching rotten. 
Around the town some up some down we see the things we needed 
Oh, let’s go home, no longer roam, the family have pleaded. 
The list complete, we rest our feet, and homeward we are going how we 
do yearn.  Tradesmen return no more this to and froing.  
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The Unlocked Mind 

  

When life overwhelms and we feel down, 

When we feel like we could drown, 

Under the pressure of expectations, 

When the whole world and its’ nations, 

Falls on your shoulders and we crumble. 

Let’s look back before we tumble, 

And learn from the past. 

What have we learnt? We must ask. 

From times of plaque and war, 

People used hardship as a door, 

To unlock the galaxies secrets, 

Allowing light to enter the bleakness. 

  

Take Newton as an example, 

Discovered gravity with an apple. 

Running from the black death, 

Changed astronomy in one breath. 

London’s outbreak was spreading, 

To Cambridge and Reading, 

And Newton in hiding, 

Played with prisms gliding, 

To break apart white light, 

And realised what was right. 

Two discoveries in one year, 

Because he didn’t succumb to fear. 

  

In the chaos of World War One, 

Look at what Einstein got done. 

He published his equations, 

Amidst European invasions, 

Finished his theory of relativity, 

Saw a flurry of scientific activity. 

Devised the famous E=mc squared, 

All because he persevered and dared. 

  

Only a few years later, 

On the brink of a dictator, 

The human spirit endured, 

And new understandings secured. 

Turing’s computer was unleashed, 
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And penicillin mass-released. 

Radar and blood transfusions, 

Formed a few vital solutions. 

As technology accelerated to meet demand, 

Science and humanity took a stand. 

  

In times of great unrest, 

Let’s strive to do our best, 

People have great capacity to excel, 

If we train our minds to dwell, 

On what can be achieved, 

Even when we are grieved. 

Lockdown is not a trapped mind, 

Our thoughts are not confined, 

There is still much to discover and find. 

So, in times of fear and uncertainty, 

Let’s unite together in urgency, 

And look up and ask, 

What do I possess, to make this mess, 

Into something blessed. 

  

Lydia Ritter 

 
 

More on Shopping 
 

I was born in 1945, the year that war ended.  My mother made a weekly 
list for our grocer that she handed into the shop. The order was delivered 
to our house, by a boy on a special delivery bike. At some point cash was 
paid.  Does this sound familiar to everyone doing online grocery 
shopping? What was missing then, and now, was choice. When you went 
to a grocer, butcher, green-grocer, fishmonger or pork butcher (my 
favourite - I loved faggots) you were served from behind a counter. There 
was no question of the customer touching the goods or selecting which 
apple/ biscuit she preferred.  
Queuing and waiting to be served lasted well into my working life. I spent 
far too much time queuing in my lunch hour in Sainsbury’s Edmonton 
waiting for the butter to be bashed into shape and wrapped in paper. 
Then self-service started, I think it was in the smaller, independent stores 
first. Living in Wales in the 1970s self-service went so far that goods were 
left in their cardboard boxes for the customer to pick.I still remember the 
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overwhelming smell of slightly damp cardboard! There must have been 
similar stores in Kent.  
Now, of course, nearly everything is wrapped (against handling and to 
promote longer shelf life) and we can pick and choose as much as we 
like…even selecting a plastic covered piece of meat has a certain 
satisfaction (although I wish the plastic could be biodegradable). I still 
have the mindset “well if they want me to serve myself I will choose the 
best fruit, the longest best before end date” and do just that. 
During my years of commuting from Ash to Canterbury I made use of 
whichever supermarket was nearest, and used the local stores 
occasionally.  
Since retirement we have found that there is no need to travel outside of 
the village for our needs... and those in lockdown at all stages of life of 
must appreciate this now. 
During Covid (and now in the vulnerable age group) we have resorted to 
online shopping, local “click and collect” and takeaways. We treasure our 
local businesses, I really miss chatting to staff on my almost daily visits.  
Our best wishes to everyone involved in our local businesses, we thank 
you for your hard work and bravery.   

Mary D Evans 

Our Place 
 
In the first in a series of features, we ask the people of the benefice to 
share the stories behind places with special meaning for them. 
 
Holly House 
 
Our house on Chequer Lane was built in the last days of the reign of 
William IV in the mid 1840s, shortly before Queen Victoria came to the 
throne. Unusually for the time it was built by a female developer, a widow 
from the Medway area who also built the United Reform Church on the 
Street at the same time. The similarities in brick work and design are a 
give away, but not surprising when you learn that our house was intended 
to be the Manse for the URC Minister for the village. 
The URC church at that time was known as the Congregational Chapel. 
Congregationalism is descended from Puritanism and Presbyterianism, in 
that they felt the reforms of the Church of England in the 16th Century did 
not go quite far enough for them. Each congregation has the right to 
decide how they worship collectively and to choose their own officers and 
administer their affairs without outside interference. Congregationalism 
merged with the Presbyterian church in 1972 and became the URC.  
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Our house was used as the meeting house for the Congregationalists for 
about 15 years before their chapel was built. It is odd to think of solemn 
religious meetings happening in our living room!  
Sadly, the chapel in Ash has been closed for the past few years because 
of the decline in congregation and the cost of maintaining the buildings. 
In the mid 19th Century the Ash Congregationalist Church was thriving 
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and played a very important part of village life. Ash was also a very 
different place to the sleepy village it is now. The local workhouse (where 
Collarmakers Green is now) had just been transformed into the new 
brewery which was a very large local employer, providing housing as well 
as jobs in the many different aspects of the production of Ash’s famous 
beer and ginger beer. There were at least 13 pubs in the village as well to 
keep the brewery busy! 
As well as the brewery right up until the 1970’s, Ash was famous for its 
market gardens which were the envy of many other villages. It had lots of 
shops and businesses and was thriving place to live and work with over 
2000 residents registered on the census at the time the house was built. 
A large village for the times! 
As the Minister’s manse our house had certain covenants placed on its 
use which we discovered much to our amusement when we moved in in 
2014. Apparently we are forbidden to have music (unless it is religious), 
or dancing, alcohol or mixed-sex gatherings (unless attended by a 
Minister). I think we have broken all of these, but no lightening bolts have 
appeared to strike us down, yet! 
 
In the 1970s our house stopped being the Manse and the URC built a 
new Manse next door on what was once the tennis court for our house. 
Other bits of the garden were also sold off to build our neighbour’s 
bungalow on. As a final indignity, by the 1970s our home was near 
derelict and almost burnt down when squatters lit a fire on the floor in 
what is now my bedroom! 
Luckily it was bought and brought back to life by a local family who had 
many happy years here, and finally became our home a few years back 
by chance when I posted a note through the letter box asking if the 
owners fancied selling it to us as we needed to upsize our home (many of 
you may have had my notes through the door at that time as we were 
desperate to stay in the village!). We are so glad we live here, despite the 
ongoing building works opposite us. It is a warm and loving home that we 
felt we belonged to the minute we walked in for our first viewing. 

Penny Bernard 

 
New Year Reflections 
 
Well, what a year! I’m sure most of us will be glad to welcome in 2021 
where there is hope and a greater sense of positivity about as the first of 
the new vaccines begins to be rolled out. I celebrate with those who are 
in, or have relatives in, care homes finally knowing that a proper visit will 
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soon be a reality. I hope and pray that by the time you all read this you 
have been able to celebrate Christmas successfully and meaningfully, 
even if in a much reduced way and that we are all able to look forward to 
a bright new future. It has been such a hard year world- wide, affecting all 
ages, races and creeds, but especially those living in poverty crowded 
into our cities or in troubled areas of the world where huge refugee camps 
are full to overflowing. 
 I just hope that the good things that have come out of this time will be 
used and extended to improve the lives of all: the kindness of strangers, 
looking out for those at need or lonely within their communities; creativity 
seen and heard in poems, songs—even the parodies! The way humour 
has been used, in a very British tradition as in the trenches, to cheer each 
other up or shared with others on line; the wonderful films of dancers at 
home sharing their passion and skills with their colleagues, as have many 
bands and choirs.  
For many of my generation (speaking for myself!) a greater understanding 
of just what can be found and achieved through the internet –taking 
classes, watching theatre, keeping in touch through Facetime or 
meetings, family quizzes and so on using Zoom. How important shared 
photos can be, capturing never to be repeated moments while they are 
fresh as though you are able to be there…almost.  
The amazing fund raising; Sir Captain Tom, the little boy who walked on 
his first prosthetic legs and just today the athlete who has just completed 
7 marathons in 7 days to raise (far more than he expected) funds for 
research into Motor Neurone Disease on behalf of his friend and 
colleague Rob Burrows. The generosity of those who bought gifts for the 
families sheltered by Oasis or helped by Porchlight and the Salvation 
Army.  
Many works of art that will always be linked to this time, especially the 
portraits painted or photographed of key workers and carers; and the 
extra awareness of the beauty of the natural world especially in the quiet 
of the first lockdown, more time to get out and walk or garden, to look, 
listen even smell and taste the freshness of fruit, vegetables and flowers 
just picked and not wrapped in plastic!  
The greater appreciation of local shops especially the farm shops who 
rose to the challenge of extra deliveries. Let’s hope we can all build on 
this and not let the ‘old normal’ blind us with it’s noise and business and 
emphasis on politics, power and money: what I can get not what I can 
give.. When this virus is more fully understood and under control, it will 
allow us to perhaps make new choices about how we live and run our 
lives; to be more empathetic to others in our own communities and those 
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we share our village life with; little kindnesses go a long way and a smile 
doesn’t cost anything.  
Making more space for the wildlife in our gardens and not speeding down 
country roads, especially when young animals are likely to be about. 
Improving our own carbon footprints and continuing the war against 
plastic.  
Let’s hope that here in our wider community we can keep strong, support 
one another and give thanks to those who have supported and 
encouraged us through 2020. 
 I’d like to say a huge thank you to Dr Kittle for keeping Goodnestone 
choir together, first in a Covid friendly church, with strict rules observed! 
Then through Zoom meetings, helping us learn how to use backing tracks 
he’d send, to record ourselves (terrifying!) so that he could then put an 
Advent service together for us and guests to take part in on Zoom. 
Amazing! As Matthew has been throughout this time, enabling the on-line 
service to happen each Sunday. 
I hope that you will all be blessed with a better, positive year whatever 
age you are; more consistent schooling and able to continue with friends 
and sports, being able to visit friends and family, go on holiday safely, 
being able to look after and visit relatives in care homes or hospital, less 
worry and anxiety, new beginnings and opportunities for any who have 
lost their job, if you’ve caught the virus, 
that your recovery will be complete, if 
grieving that you will find peace and 
begin to look ahead to a better though 
different time.  
We will need compassion, kindness 
and new priorities in order to go 
forward this year I feel. I listened to 
Bishop Michael Turnbull’s talk during 
Advent which was, as always, helpful 
and uplifting, looking at parallels 
between the story of the Israelites in 
exile; that for many, he suggested, this 
time has seemed like an exile from 
what we are most comfortable with 
and expect. I hope that through the 
‘light’ of Christmas and the extraordinary 
skills of scientists our ‘exile’ too will come to an end very soon.  
Wishing you all a happy and exciting new year, eventually to be full of fun 
and new possibilities. 

Pat  Coles 

Blue Iris: A symbol of hope 
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Please support our local business by using their services 
as you are able. 

If you would like to advertise here, please contact: 

ashpm.ads@gmail.com 

mailto:ashpm.ads@gmail.com
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